Important information about Moodboards

By WGSN, 01 August 2013

Moodboards will no longer be available from 16th August 2013

In late August we will be launching an improved My WGSN including the ability to share folders with your colleagues. From this time, the moodboards tool will no longer be available. Retiring moodboards, allows us to focus on improving areas of WGSN that are more important for our customers.

We suggest you download your old moodboards as PDF files before the end of August if you want to keep a copy of them.

We’re looking to unveil a new collaboration tool in the future, if you want to be part of the development, please contact feedback@wgsn.com. If you have any additional queries about moodboards, please contact Customer Support.

Alternative Moodboard Tools

Online Tools

- Get Loupe - online collage maker. Displays logo on board unless you upgrade to Pro.
- Imagespark – free for up to 1GB upload and 2 mood boards.
- Moodshare - free to use, but may become a paid subscription in the future.
- Mural.ly - online mood boards. Download requires a subscription starting at $5 per month.
- Photovisi - straightforward online layout tool with some hi-res output options.
- Sampleboard.com - free 14 day trial, a subscription costs from $24 per month.

Windows Programs

- Microsoft Powerpoint – paid software, capable of creating photo presentations.
- Open Office - open source office suite capable of creating photo layouts.
- Paint.net - free but powerful tool similar to Photoshop.
- Picasa – free, supports layout of photos into a collage.

Mac Programs

- Apple Keynote – paid software, but capable of creating photo layouts.
- Picasa - supports layout of photos into a collage.